Review of
De Havilland Canada DHC-2 Beaver
Created by Milviz

Intro
The DHC-2 Beaver is a single engine, 6-7 seats, high wing taildragger and STOL aircraft developed
and manufactured by the Canadian company De Havilland Canada since the late 1940’es. The Beaver
first flew in 1947 and entered production shortly after.
It was a successful aircraft, a truly reliable workhorse featuring either standard or tundra wheels, skies
or floats and was primarily used as a bush and utility aircraft flying either passengers or cargo, and here
the excellent STOL capabilities gave the aircraft a huge advantage when flying into smaller airstrips
etc.
This iconic aircraft was designed to operate in all seasons and in the majority of weather conditions.
The aircraft features an all-metal construction fitted with the Pratt & Whitney’s R-985 Wasp Jr. radial
engine providing 450Hp (336kW).The Beaver has a cruise speed of 143mph for a total range of 455
miles and is known to be a very reliable and fairly easy aircraft to pilot.
About 1,650 aircrafts were built and about 1,000 of these aircrafts were purchased by the US military
until the production stopped in 1967 and the DHC-3 Otter succeeded the DHC-2.
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Produced by
National Origin
First Flight
Introduction
Role
Produced
Built
Developed Into
Status

De Havilland Canada
Canada
1947
1948
STOL Utility Transport
1947-1967
1,657
DHC-3 Otter
Not in production











Crew
Capacity
Length
Height
Wingspan
Wing Area
Empty Weight
MTOW
Power Plant

1
5-6 passengers
30ft 3in (9.22m)
9ft 0in (2.74m)
48ft 0in (14.63m)
250ft2 (23.2m2)
3,000lb (1,361kg)
5,100lb (2,313kg)
Pratt & Whitney R-985 Wasp Jr. Radial Engine 450Hp (336kW)







Max Speed
Cruise Speed
Range
Service Ceiling
Rate of Climb

158mph (255km/h)
143mph (230 km/h)
455 miles (732km)
18,000ft (5,486m)
1,020ft/min (5.2m/s)

Purchase, Download and Installation
I purchased this add-on directly at www.FSPilotShop.com and the purchase and download went as
always with ease and without any problems. The download is named MVZ-340 and is a ZIP-file of
about 818MB which is a rather huge file for an add-on with this complexity. The download was
completed after just 1½ minute meaning that the connection to FSP is very good and as always also
very reliable because I got no disruptions or similar.
Installing the file was performed without any problems just by using the included installer which also
features an auto-find FSX folder. The installer is very user friendly and quickly guides you through the
entire process – to complete the installation only took about 2 minutes. However just after the
installation was completed I received a message from the MVAMS (Milviz Add-on Management
System), that there actually was already an update available for this product and which I of course then
started the download and installation process of.
The version that I tested and which is covered in this review is the FSX/Acceleration Pack version
v1.1.0.15 (downloaded) and then updated to the version v1.1.0.16. No license key or registration code
is needed to install or use this add-on.
I checked the virtual hangar after the installation was completed and here I found the DHC-2 Beaver
perfectly located in the dropdown menu Publisher as Milviz, and the dropdown menu Manufacturer
as De Havilland Canada.
Each model and each livery has their own unique image which I find to be excellent and a superb detail
when wanting to search for a specific model and livery for the next flight. This just makes the selection
very user friendly.
A total of 4 models and one paint-kit are included in this download, the standard model featuring
normal size wheels, the tundra model featuring oversize wheels, the skies model and the floats model.
Each model has 6 unique liveries meaning that in total you have 24 options to select your preferred
aircraft for the next flight. Furthermore, when using the MVAMS you actually get an extra setup option
as well where you can select the Beaver to be either the passenger version or the cargo version.
The passenger version features seats in the back and a fuselage with larger rear windows where as the
cargo version features selectable cargo load that also is visible when viewing the cargo from the front
seats. The fuselage for the cargo version features the old small round rear windows instead.
The Milviz Add-on Management System (MVAMS) is a small program that enables the simmer to
customize a specific Milviz product with e.g. a specific radio/GPS setup from either default, Milviz
created or even 3rd party developers as Flight1 or MindStar etc.

It is also in the MVAMS that you can set new defaults for the aircraft as e.g. Cold & Dark, Ready to
start or even Ready to fly mode as well as configure the aircraft to be either a passenger or cargo
aircraft. Additionally you can actually select how many passengers and cargo as well as where the
passengers are to be seated.
You can also select chocks and anchors on/off, tie downs, the cold cover to be applied or not, reds,
propeller cover and actually you can also select either the twin bladed propeller or the 3-bladed
propeller for your setup together with various other details – very nice program and very easy to use.
Also included are a 65 page PDF manual containing both need-to-know and nice-to-know information
and I would certainly recommend reading or at least skimming the manual before taking the Beaver on
the first flight.
The manual features a variety of information such as a description of the aircraft, performance data,
operating data charts, procedures for the various stages of flight, emergency procedures and flight
characteristics. All is very useful information and easy to read with a lot of images.

External
Performing a walk-around of the Beaver was absolutely a very nice experience - all the Beaver models
are very realistic with so many fine Beaver specific details, and certainly very well made with a
remarkable resemblance of the real Beavers.
I was very amazed to see that this add-on had included both a version with normal size wheels, the
tundra wheel version as well as a version with skies and one with floats. This is a very versatile aircraft
and getting all four models just improves the simulation usage of this aircraft.
Furthermore the option to select either a passenger version or a cargo version again just improves the
versatility of this aircraft. I noticed that when changing the weight of the aircraft by either adding or
removing passengers or cargo, the aircraft actually reacted on this change when e.g. parked at the
apron. Excellent detail!
The textures used are high quality multi-layer textures that are nicely created with a realistic touch. I
especially like that the textures provides the aircraft with a realistic atmosphere and makes the aircraft
appear with age and usage due to wear and tear, this created within the textures. The Beaver is not
produced any more, so it is very nice and realistic to see that the models are not brand new off the
assembly line, but they more look old and very well maintained, washed and polished.
Also I very much enjoy viewing the aircraft up close to see all the metal plates that covers the fuselage
and the wings. How these plates are placed in accordance with real life and also that you can see all the
rivets, all the tiny structural details as well as markings etc. Overall these textures are excellent.
The add-on features a variety of animations such as control surfaces (ailerons, rudder and elevator) as
well as flaps up/down, door open/close, propeller spinning, wheels rotating and tail wheel turning when
taxiing (controlled by the rudder function) - also the floats version features a gear up/down animation
however, this animation on features a rotating wheels and not a turning wheel animation like the tail
wheel. All animations are created with a realistic and smooth motion that fit the model nicely.
The model also features a few effects as the light effect and the smoke effect when starting up the
engine. The smoke effect is fair and features at first, a dense dark smoke that is rather quickly replaced
by a white and not so dense smoke shortly after the engine starts up. The white smoke is then quickly
blown away by the propeller when the engine is up and running at idle.
The light effect is good and features the various lights available on the beaver which are all placed very
accurate and in accordance to real life. The lights are clear with a true shine but actually not that warm
as I normally see in other add-ons. That said, the lights are true to real life according to the various
pictures that I could find on the internet.

Internal
Jumping into the cockpit was like going back in time – the cockpit is very well created and indeed very
realistic. Everywhere I looked I saw beautiful details and the cockpit and cabin is so very authentic and
certainly includes a very realistic atmosphere.
I like that the cockpit looks old and very used with paint worn off several places, with scratches on the
floor, the seats are old and stained as well as you can see that the sun has also had an impact on the
fabrics in the cockpit – that is just awesome and perfect for this old aircraft.
Actually there are only a very few parts that looks new and that is the radio stack – that could of course
be due to an “upgrade”, like if you were to purchase such an old aircraft and then in real life put in a
brand new GPS… makes sense however, I would have loved to see the original radios also with a
certain degree of wear and tear.
The depth performance or 3D effect in the virtual cockpit is superb and it is very easy to see that there
has been a lot of focus in the virtual cockpit. Parts like the sides of the fuselage being covered in fabrics
where you can see all the stitches and nails used are excellent.
In this add-on there is only a virtual cockpit included, so unfortunately no 2D cockpit for those who
still uses that. That said, the quality of the virtual cockpit is very good with a complete and fully
operational cockpit where all switches and buttons actually work and where all the systems behind is
also implemented and reacts to each other with an extremely high level of complexity and realism.
The textures used in the cockpit are high quality multilayer textures that are perfectly created for this
aircraft and this cockpit environment. The finish is also awesome and overall the experience that I got
flying in this cockpit was amazing.
I also very much enjoys that changing the load when flying the cargo version you can actually see the
various cargo in the cabin. This however, does not apply with the passengers when flying the passenger
version – that could have been nice to also see included.
The cockpit features many different animations such as the yoke with the center connection arm, the
rudder pedals that are linked as well as all the old fashioned steam gauges, the buttons and switches
together with the various levers etc. All animations are very well and realistically made with a smooth
motion as the animations on the model itself. I also discovered that the yoke can be flipped over to the
first officer which I think is an awesome detail – and if you find the yoke is being in the way of
viewing the cockpit panel and using the various switches, then the yoke can simply be switches off and
thereby disappears. (just click on it)
Also in the cockpit I found a few effects as the lights which are very good quality with a realistic soft
shine. The landing lights illuminate the ground nicely without being too bright and the cabin as well as

the map-lights is very realistic. There are also lights featured in the old steam gauges, so even if you
turn off the cabin and map-lights, you are still able to see all the gauges perfectly.
I was expecting a cockpit shake upon engine startup as well as some of the sensitive needles in the
gauges to also be affected by the combustion when starting up the engine. This I did not experience in a
degree that I would have expected. When the engine starts up there a very short and minimal cockpit
rumble and I saw the gyro going from Off to On meaning settling itself horizontally. No needles were
affected other than standard indications etc. no shakes or similar unfortunately.
In general the old fashioned steam gauges are very nicely created and they are certainly very realistic
and fits the cockpit and the environment and they also shows a certain degree of wear and tear – super!
You can by using the MVAMS select a specific radio to be implemented into the right side of the
cockpit panel. Milviz has included their own version but this you can change to be specific radios from
e.g. MindStar, Flight1 or even RealityXP. These radios are all 3rd party add-ons and are not included in
this package however, Milviz has pre-modelled these radios into the panel, so that when you install
these, they will be integrated into this cockpit. As default and without these 3rd party add-ons, the
displys are black and the functionality is of course not existing.

Milviz GNS530_430

Flight1 650 Radio

RealityXP GNS530_430 + weather radar

None (default)

Sound
The sound set that is created and implemented into this add-on is certainly a high quality sound set
where Milviz truly has tried to be as authentic as possible, and they have succeeded very well in my
opinion.
The primary sound is the engine at various rpms and here I found a superb sound set that covers all
rpms from idle to max including also the startup and the shutdown of the engine. Starting up the engine
begins with a high frequency “eeeach”-sound that is quickly converted to the deep rumble of the
powerful 9 cylinder radial engine running on idle. I tried listening to the engine with my 7.1 surround
sound setup at high volume and with my eyes closed, and I got the chills down my back – this is how
authentic and realistic this sound set of the engine is – wow!
Also throttling up the engine as well as applying full throttle was absolutely a thrilling and awesome
sound experience. The sound set works beautifully both internally and externally.
Going from the engine sound to the environment sounds I found several different sounds included as
the usage of the levers or switching the toggle switches etc. All environment sounds are also of a high
quality and true to real life which certainly adds greatly to the authentic experience this add-on gave
me.
Switching on the fuel boost pump also activated another small sound file of a medium frequency and
high quality. The fuel boost pump sound was very similar to the old fuel pump sound from my days
flying motor gliders as the Grob 109b. Very nice indeed.
Flying you cannot really hear the wind outside that much due to the high volume rumble from the
engine, but when shutting off the engine and performing a controlled emergency landing, I heard a very
nice sound of the wind outside the cockpit – also very realistic.
There are no chimes or warnings etc. in this aircraft and therefore there are also none created for this
add-on. I did notice that when touching down on the runway and applying the wheel brakes, I would
have liked to hear some kind of squeaking sound or similar, but there was unfortunately none included.
I tested the sound set in both ordinary stereo, 2.1 stereo with an active sub and finally in a 7.1 surround
sound setup and the quality was perfect in all settings and at all volumes.

Flight Dynamics and Characteristics
Performance on the ground was much like I had expected. This is an old tail dragger and these can be a
bit tricky to control when taxiing, performing a take-off and especially when landing. The view from
the cockpit is rather limited due to the high nose position (being a tail dragger) and even though I raised
my seat all the way to the sealing, I had difficulties looking straight forward.
Turning the aircraft on the ground is fairly easy using the rudders because this function also turns the
tail wheel. That gives the aircraft a quick response and action which can be even more effective by also
applying the right or left wheel brake.
I noticed that the cockpit was continuously shaking (very small shakes) and the shakes were equal to
the rpms - very realistic. Also when performing and engine warm-up and test I also discovered that
when changing the mixture and/or prop setting, the aircraft was affected as e.g. the nose would lower or
raise for a second or two until stabilizing again.
Performing a take-off in the beaver I found it to be very simple and quite easy actually. I would have
expected a certain amount of torque when throttling up but that was not what I experienced. When the
airspeed increased and the nose could be lowered the Beaver slowly took off. The aircraft does not
need a long runway, not even in 0 knots of wind. If you throttle up too quickly the engine “coughs” like
if the fuel cannot be supplied as quickly as needed – that is also an awesome detail. Applying the fuel
pump does change that issue positively as I would also have expected.
In general flying the Beaver was a true delight – the aircraft is very steady with the high wing setup and
is not impacted greatly by wind-bursts etc. Trimming the aircraft works nicely and using the trim is
visualized on the yoke moving back or forward as per real life.
I did various test during the flight, but since there are several models of this aircraft I actually did these
tests in all the models. Here I would expect to see differences in the performance according to the
model as e.g. the normal size wheels model versus the floats version, and this was exactly was I found.
E.g. testing the Max IAS flying the normal size wheels model gave me an IAS of 149 mph where as the
exact same test performed in the floats version gave me an IAS of 142 mph instead – and actually the
model with the tundra wheels resulted in an IAS of 145 mph – Excellent detail which indicates that
Milviz has had a lot of focus on creating these models with as authentic and realistic flight dynamics as
possible. I also tested the stall speed at configuration with flaps up versus flaps down and the result was
very true to the real specs of the aircraft and the result was also slightly different from each model.
The service ceiling was also a part of the test I performed and I managed to climb the Beaver to an
altitude of 18,750’ MSL – that is very well in accordance to the real specs that state 18,000’ MSL so
that I was also very please to discover.

Flying the aircraft under icing conditions is absolutely something that you, the pilot, will need to have a
focus on. If not you will risk ice which can result in altitude drop and in worst case a crash. That is a
superb detail that again is included and which improves the overall experience of the Beavers flight
characteristics.
I cannot perform a complete flight test without trying to spin the aircraft, and so I did with the Beaver.
My discoveries were a truly authentic experience where I could stall the aircraft both straight out and
during banks of various degrees.
The result in straight out stalls was a rumble, a cockpit shake followed by a nose drop and in some
cases also a wing drop providing a wobbling flight experience. Stalling the Beaver in a turn was very
much like I would have expected – a rumble and cockpit shake followed by a wing drop to the opposite
side of the curve which would result in a spin-like state if I did not correct the control inputs. Most
times the Beaver would almost auto recover, but when I wanted it I was able to hold the Beaver into a
spin-like state. The experience was fair and realistic.
The aircraft is not allowed to do aerobatics but still I had to try out just a few maneuvers – there is a
reason for why the Beaver is not an aerobatic aircraft – the performance is terrible as I also would
assume it would be in real life. Very slow on the ailerons when performing a roll and when performing
or actually trying to perform a loop, it also always results in a stalled loop due to the IAS dropping
extremely quickly when lifting the nose over 50 degrees or so.
Flying the aircraft inverted resulted in a quick decrease of the rpms followed by the engine dying out
completely and had to be re-started. That I suspect is very true to real life and it seemed that the engine
dies out due to lack of fuel flow which would make fair sense for this old aircraft.
Landing the aircraft on either water, asphalt/concrete or grass/gravel was easy – the landing speed is
low and that gives the pilot a long time to perform a nice and very controlled landing. Coming in high
on final is no problem because the Beaver is also capable of performing a nice wing-glide where the
altitude decreases rapidly – unfortunately when performing the wing-glider I did not experience any
rumble or cockpit shakes as I would have expected.
Gliding the Beaver was no problem but here I would have expected that the propeller would turn a few
inches especially when accelerating but my experience and view was a completely static propeller. Last
test was a high speed landing roll where I applied the wheel brake to see if that would provoke the tail
to raise = smashing the nose and propeller into the ground, but that did not happen which I don’t
believe would be true to real life. That said – the overall flight experience I got from the Beaver and
comparing my results to the real specs was very realistic.

Conclusion
To sum up my experience of this old iconic aircraft brought back to life by the team at Milviz, is very
simply put “An awesome and superb experience”. I was very happy to see that so many models were
included as well as both the cargo and the passenger version. To top it all there are also a great number
of liveries that fits the Beaver perfectly.
The models are all of a very high quality featuring smooth animations, an abundance of details,
authentic and realistic flight models, high quality multi layer textures that impresses with good quality
wear and tear together with eye candy everywhere.
Internally the Beaver does not feature a 2D cockpit however, there is a superb virtual cockpit and cabin
created that really provides the simmer with a sensational and authentic environment. The cabin is
dynamic and can be altered from cargo version featuring different cargo loads as well as a passenger
version featuring pilot and passengers that can be selected by the simmer.
The cockpit and cabin are also of a high quality with multi layer textures, a great deal of wear and tear,
smooth animations as well as a perfect 3D performance and finish. The sound set included is certainly
very realistic and adds greatly to the complete experience of this great classic bird.
I was very happy with this add-on and would very much like to recommend my fellow simmers to try
out this excellent bird. If you like small GA aircrafts or like specifically flying into small airstrips or
performing bush flights, then this aircraft is absolutely a perfect solution.
The realistic flight dynamics, the details and realism in the systems that are integrated into the aircraft
and that works together with each other is remarkable. I also very much support the idea of being able
to implementing the 3rd party radios as options.
The DHC-2 Beaver scored a very beautiful 4.78 out of 5 and I would like to thank the team at Milviz
for creating this classic and iconic bird to this high level of quality. Keep up the excellent work!
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Technical Requirements








Platform
OS
Processor
Memory
DirectX
Graphics
HDD

FSX, FSX;SE, Prepar3D v2, v3 and v4
Vista,Win7 and Win10
2.6Ghz or higher
4GB RAM
DirectX 11 compliant video card
1024MB or higher
3GB available space

Review Computer Specifications












Windows 10 (64-bit)
FSX + Acceleration Pack installed
Intel Core™ i7-4790K 4x4.00GHz (Turbo 4x4.40GHz)
Asus Maximus VII Ranger (ROG-series)
Antec Kuhler H20 650 Water Cooler
Kingston HyperX Beast-series 32Gb DDR3-2133 RAM
500Gb Samsung 850 EVO SSD
3Tb Seagate Barracura (7200rpm, 6Gb/s)
Asus GeForce GTX 980 Strix OC 4Gb
150/150Mbit Fiber Internet Connection
REX Overdrive for FSX

